BUILDING MANAGEMENT

Efficient input of installations

Constant insight into the performances of your entire building

Constant desired indoor climate, on an individual basis or per area

Whether you are looking for solutions for an office building, school, hospital or museum, you
want an ideal climate for your building users. At the same time, you naturally want to deploy
your installations as efficiently as possible, without wasting energy and money.

This is why we offer our solutions to you via a graphic interface so that you have insight into the
performances whenever and wherever you may be, so that you can constantly optimize them.
You set the desired or required climate for each space, or set them individually. At any time of
day that suits you.
By integrating information about issues such as burglar alarms and fire detection, for example,
you are not only monitoring the indoor climate in the same area. You also view the status of your
other systems and automatically receive warnings of any faults or notifications about parts that
need replacing. In short: insight into the performances of your entire building via a web-based
application.
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Management
Our building management systems offer you far-reaching control over the tasks and moments
your installation needs to perform. In this way, you can integrate holiday days into the system, for
example, to make automatic adjustments on those days to settings for specific areas. Do you
wish to temporarily adjust the switching time for light and the temperature from 6.00 to 6.30?
No problem. It merely requires a few simple clicks. Are there complaints about light or the
temperature, or do you have a problem with a draft? You simply need to consult your
installation, analyze the situation, and make the necessary corrections.

Service
With our service solutions, you ensure that any faults, deviations, maintenance and alerts are
relayed directly to the technical service, your service provider or installer. The intelligent system
collects all the reports and sends an email or SMS to the email address or telephone number
provided. Because the information is conveyed directly to the right person, you are sure that
your installation always remains in top condition. It ensures that you save time and money and
always have a clear insight into the status of your installations.

Integration of information
Through the integration of information about issues such as burglar alarms and fire detection,
for example, you are not only monitoring the indoor climate in the same area. You also view the
status of your other systems and automatically receive alerts about faults or notifications about
parts that need replacing. All via a single web-based dashboard that gives you an insight into the
performances of your entire building at any time and any place.

PRODUCTS FOR THIS SOLUTION

Priva Blue ID TouchPoint

Priva Remote Management

Priva SX100

Priva TC Manager

Priva Top Integration

